
Maths – KS3  

Subject 
Summary 

 

Mathematics is a creative and highly inter-connected discipline that has been developed over centuries, 
providing the solution to some of history’s most intriguing problems. It is essential to everyday life, critical to 
science, technology and engineering, and necessary for financial literacy and most forms of employment. A 
high-quality mathematics education therefore provides a foundation for understanding the world, the ability to 
reason mathematically, an appreciation of the beauty and power of mathematics, and a sense of enjoyment 
and curiosity about the subject. 
Our Dynamic and innovative Maths Faculty aims to ensure that all pupils become fluent in the fundamentals of 
mathematics, are able to reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry and can solve problems by 
applying their mathematics to a variety of routine and non-routine problems.  
Topics for KS3 Include:  
Number, Algebra, Ratio, Proportion and rates of change, Geometry and measures, Probability and Statistics.  

Equipment 
and Books 
Students 
need: 

A well-stocked pencil case which must include: Black pen, pencil, rubber, pencil sharpener.  
A scientific calculator 
A Maths Set which must include: Ruler, protractor & compass. 
Highlighters and a dry wipe pen may also be beneficial but not essential.  

Useful 

websites: 

A combination of Information and Maths games  
http://www.mathsisfun.com  
http://www.funmaths.com/index.htm  
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math.htm 
http://mathszone.co.uk/   
 

Animated videos to revise Maths. All topics are covered. 
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/math/index.htm  
 
KS3 Maths papers with Mark schemes  
https://mathsmadeeasy.co.uk/ks3-revision/key-stage-3-sat-maths-exam-tests/  
 
National Numeracy Parent Toolkit has a wealth of tips and advice for parents 
http://www.familymathstoolkit.org.uk/  

Parents/ 
Guardians 
can help 
their child 
by: 

•Talk about math in a positive way. A positive attitude about math is infectious. 
•Encourage persistence. Some problems take time to solve. 
•Encourage your child to experiment with different approaches to mathematics. There is often more than one 
way to solve a math problem. 
•Encourage your child to talk about and show a math problem in a way that makes sense (i.e., draw a picture or 
use material like macaroni). 
•When your child is solving math problems ask questions such as: Why did you...?  What can you do next? Do 
you see any patterns?  Does the answer make sense? How do you know? This helps to encourage thinking 
about mathematics. 
•Connect math to everyday life and help your child understand how math influences them (i.e. shapes of traffic 
signs, walking distance to school, telling time). 
•Play family math games together that add excitement such as checkers, junior monopoly, math bingo and uno. 
•Computers + math = fun! There are great computer math games available on the internet that you can 
discover with your child. 

Show My 
Homework:  

Homework is set weekly on Show My Homework. There is a variety of tasks set all aimed at extending what 
your child has learnt in lesson – detailed instructions for each task and how long your child should be spending 
on their homework can be found on Show My Homework.  

Who can I 

contact? Head of Faculty/ 
Subject Lead 

Mr R Price  

Teachers  
Mrs J Gibson, Mr R Stadninsky, Mr G Carlos, Mr C Chinhandamba, Mrs K Alcock, Mr R 
Ramzan, Mrs E Beardmore, Mr B Weeks and Mr B Thompson.  
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